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I'm allergic to any analysis or emotion applied to superheroes, because
I'll never be able to be objective, it being my all-consuming hobby and
priority. And when a hero does fail, there's also something unattractive
about seeing a blue or green costume flounder against the villains. But
when it comes to the one who stands taller, thats when you notice. Its
like summer, or rain, or nakedness. Its gorgeous to watch. And damn is
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice (or even Batman v Superman for
that matter) awesome. We've seen the iconic characters before, but the
way that Zack Snyder tries to twist them together in ways that arent
obvious, but rather are done so with such care that they lead to
remarkable results makes them quite compelling. Batman v Superman
is a summer blockbuster worth seeing. You can see it in theaters by
March, so if youre going to see it in an IMAX this coming summer, get
there early. The Russos may have completed one and a half times faster
than when they started. But they also work harder. How does this
compare to everything you already know and love? Its far more than the
flimsy, Zack Snyder version of Catwoman and Superman. Its also where
the partnership between DC and Warner Bros. gets to start. Films like
this one combine that we see something spectacular with a journey,
which is something the movies are often lacking. The mythology and
lore of this film isnt any different than the Batman v Superman trailers
and characters we see, but it still manages to elevate this to the kind of
film that a billion dollars can support and the world can respond to. It is,
this film is astounding and incredibly entertaining, and its something
great to experience.
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while batman has been around for generations in the comics, he didn't
actually start appearing on screen until the late 1960s. his first

appearance in film was as a side character in the 1966 release batman.
in that movie, he has a few lines, but has almost no costume or

character design. he made his first appearance in his own film, batman
begins, in 2005. he was played by christian bale, who managed to be
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both menacing and fearsome, although his performance was mocked by
critics for its shaky camera work. bruce wayne's real-life identity was
played by michael keaton, who also played the joker in a 2003 movie,

batman. in 2012, christian bale again played batman in the dark knight
rises, which was one of the highest grossing movies at the box office.
today, heath ledger's performance as the joker in the dark knight is

considered one of the best ever seen. ledger's performance is largely
due to the joker's great portrayal by jack nicholson in the earlier movie,

batman. so while ledger created the iconic image of the character,
nicholson played a big part in defining the character as well. and what
about superman? before the release of man of steel, opinions on the
film were divided. some saw it as a better film than superman returns

while others said it wasn't quite as good. but the debate after the movie
ended was over a different issue: how good of a performance would

henry cavill give as superman. we've already seen the official trailer for
batman v superman: dawn of justice, so now we can see how the two

heroes put their skills to the test. 5ec8ef588b
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